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Mission Statement

The Ontario Federation of Home and School Associations, a province-wide network of

dedicated members, is committed to informed and proactive involvement in our homes,

our schools and our communities, to obtain “The Best for Each Student”.

OFHSA Is

• An independent voice of parents actively supporting public education at the school,

school board, and provincial level.

• An organization of volunteers committed to ensuring that the education, health, safety

and social well-being of children and youth are a priority for all.

• A network of members providing support, training, resources and advice developed over

a long history of involvement.
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Belief Statements

We believe:

Parents/guardians are willing and 
active partners with those delivering 
education programs and services. 

"Home and School" at all levels is an 
advocate for the students in the public 
school system. 

Co-operative and healthy environments 
in the home, the school and the 
community are necessary for the 
development of each student. 

Local, provincial and national parental 
networking is essential. 

Effective communication is critical.
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2018-2019 OFHSA Directors 

President: Arlene Morell, Strathroy

1st Executive Vice-President: Sarah Thomson, London 

2nd Executive Vice-President: Gene Myers, Windsor

Past-President: Sandra Binns, Hamilton

Hamilton-Wentworth Council President: Nancy Raymond, Hamilton

Thames Valley Council President: Laura Gonzalez, London

CHSF Representative: Sandra Binns, Hamilton 

OFHSA Awards: Teresa Blum, London 

Jessica Kearns, Windsor 

Parent Resources: Karen Berlet, Heidelberg

Conference Planning: Nancy Raymond, Hamilton 

Reasa Diab, Hamilton (from November 2018) 

Finance: Gene Myers, Windsor (to November 2018)  

Board of Managers (from December 2018) 

Treasurer and Member-at-Large: Adam Lowe, London (from December 2018) 

Leadership & Parent Outreach: Veronica Coombs, Hamilton

Virtually Yours:  Adam Lowe, London (to November 2018)

Policy & Education Advocacy: Jeff Reynolds, Hamilton (to February 2019)                        

Strategic Planning & Governance: Board of Managers



OFHSA proudly offers a long history of sound representation on 
Ministry advisory committees and consultations involving the 
education, health, safety and social well-being of students and youth in 
Ontario.  We believe that all stakeholders have important perspectives 
that need to be heard as we are partners in the process of promoting 
new initiatives and supporting student achievement, equity and well-
being.”

Letter to Ministry of Education, 2019-20 Education Funding

OFHSA participated with:  

• Consultation regarding Grants for Student Needs 
(education funding) 

• Consultation on a new vision for education in 
Ontario 

• Promoted school-based Home and School 
Associations with Principals, Superintendents, 
Directors of Education, and Trustees 5



ADD A FOOTER 6

For the first time, as a service to our members, the OFHSA Policy Workgroup 
Leader in collaboration with OFHSA Board of Managers, developed a 

resource to assist members with the online consultation conducted by the 
Ontario Ministry of Education. 

The intent of the OFHSA Resource Guide was to offer support to our 
members in completing the survey as grassroots advocates. The resource 

guide was based on OFHSA policy and was intended to be used by our 
members. 
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In developing the OFHSA Strategic Plan 2018-2021, the OFHSA 
President with the support of the Board of Managers, embarked 
on hosting facilitated sessions seeking input from our members 

regarding shaping the future for OFHSA. 

Strategic plans are hallmarks of progressive organizations. 

By continuing to engage in strategic planning and goal-setting, 
OFHSA is modernizing our practices to becoming forward-thinking.  

Thus, it is the intent to become strategic in serving the needs of 
our members as a provincial leader of parent engagement.
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To strengthen OFHSA partnerships 

To identify and meet the needs of the members

To increase membership in OFHSA 

To ensure ongoing strong leadership for the Federation

To ensure the continued existence of OFHSA as an effective 
advocate for parents and children 
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Advocacy: Situate OFHSA advocacy at all levels promoting the democratic 

voice of our members. (speaking with one voice)

Support: Enhance the mechanisms and infrastructure that further local 

members’ effectiveness.

Communications: Develop and maintain our capacity to know, serve, engage 

and build our membership.

Growth: Position OFHSA as the provincial leader for parent and family 

engagement; Steward the management and oversight of our fiscal resources.

Partnerships: Actively develop relationships and opportunities to collaborate 

with like-minded organizations.
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• Operating the Federation through the Strategic Plan 

• Board of Directors’ aligned finances with action expectations through the 
Strategic Plan 

• Monitoring of budget allocations relative to actual funding sources

• Maintaining an office through the implementation of co-tenant shared space 

• Staffing and resourcing the OFHSA office  

• Reducing operating costs through the use of an online meeting platform

• Regular e-resources supporting members and Associations 



Primary Revenues 
• Membership 

• Association Insurance Fee 

• Ontario Provincial Parent Association Grant  

• Parents Reaching Out Grant (2018) 

• Conference Revenue

Auditor – BDO 11

Primary Expenses
• Office and Equipment 

• Executive Secretary Salary

• Insurance 

• Audit (Registered Charity Return) 

• Canadian Home and School Federation (Constitution) 

Forecasting and Budget Pressures 
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President: Diane Power

Vice President: Arlene Morell

Secretary and Treasurer: Deb Couzens

Past President: Cynthia Richards

Director: Janet Walsh, Nova Scotia 

Director: Rose Murphy, Quebec

Director: Matthew Robinson, New Brunswick 

Director: Sandra Binns, Ontario 
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During the CHSF Spring Board of Directors meeting the 

CHSF President, Diane Powers, along with Vice 

President, Arlene Morell and Secretary, Deb Couzens, 

had the opportunity to meet with Senator Nancy Greene 

Raine at her office on Capitol Hill in Ottawa.

Senator Greene Raine expressed her pleasure in 

meeting with CHSF in terms of promoting relationships 

for continued support of the national parent voice 

through CHSF and its provincial members. 



Many opportunities await the Federation and our 
members with a focus on being: 

✓ Inspiring and relevant

✓ Grounded and flexible

✓ Practical and realistic

I look forward to a bright future for the Federation, and 
for the dedication and resourcefulness of the Board of 
Directors as they guide the future of the Federation. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ANNUAL REPORTS

APRIL 2018 – APRIL 2019
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In the year 2018-19 in my role as OFHSA Executive 1st Vice-President, I was committed to supporting OFHSA's strategic plan.  
To that end, here are a few ways in which I showed my commitment:

To increase membership in OFHSA, I responded to emails regarding parent groups with interest in OFHSA and met with 
interested parties when asked.

To ensure the continued existence of OFHSA as an effective advocate for parents and children, I supported members through 
attending meetings, email communications and worked on relationships with various administration in Thames Valley.  I 
attended the BDO Auditor meetings and participated in emails through our OFHSA audit.

To ensure ongoing strong leadership for the Federation, I fostered communications with the OFHSA Executive Secretary, Board 
of Managers and TVCHSA.  I attended the webinar - The Value of Volunteering. I worked to learn more about being an effective 
board member by reading Board Member Orientation.

I have given countless hours to this Federation this year through Federation working meetings, Board of Director meetings, 
Executive meetings, TVCHSA General and Executive meetings.  

To strengthen OFHSA partnerships, I maintained communications with several of our TVDSB Trustees and TVPIC members.  I 
supported various administrators across Thames Valley and sought to help them learn how to work with OFHSA members.

This Federation has my heart and my soul is filled through witnessing the passion of our members.  May we always work to 
engage our families and together strive for “The Best For Each Student”

Respectfully submitted by,

Sarah Thomson
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As another year comes to an end, it is time to reflect on what we have done and what we 
envision for the future of OFHSA. This year has not been with out it’s challenges that is for sure, 
however challenges build character, they help one find where improvements are needed and 
show us what we have done well. I can happily say that this year has put OFHSA in a better 
position to accept challenges in the future and deal with them as a strong group.  OFHSA now 
has a better grasp on financials, membership, communication and have accepted new 
procedures to better serve it’s membership and carry on our mission. 

I have decided this year to take a step back and did not seek to return as your 2nd V.P. for 
another year. It was a struggle to come to that decision however it was time for a change for me. 
I am still honoured to serve on the Board of Directors in this coming year and very proud of the 
group that has stepped up to fill our Executive positions. Congratulations to you all!

Wishing everyone a successful year and many more to come!

Respectfully submitted by,

Gene Myers
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It has been my pleasure to participate in learning opportunities for community members and to represent the voice of members provincially and locally this year as Federation Past-
President.  

Thank you to the members of the 2019 Conference Planning Workgroup who inspired attendees with the theme SURVIVOR: Advocate, Educate, Communicate.  The experience was 
interesting and informative for all attendees.  

I am so very proud of each OFHSA Director for the work they do with and for our members. Directors from each OFHSA workgroup put significant energy into connecting members at 
every level of the organization to guide this organization to achieve another 100 years of advocating to obtain ‘The Best for Each Student’! 

I was thrilled to see Gene Myers awarded the Col. R.S. McLaughlin Award presented in honour of his outstanding service to the OFHSA Board of Directors, Windsor H&S Council and the 
H. Beaton Association.  

At the Federation level, I continued to lend a hand with administrative responsibilities at the federation office, as well as liaise with the Conference Planning Workgroup throughout the 
year. This year has been a holding pattern in many ways and due to legislative changes and other unforeseen circumstances.

Again this year, Members approved amendments to Federation bylaws, marking a change of governance that will modernize the corporate structure of this great organization and 
support the H&S movement into the future.  

OFHSA continues to show our support of public education.  As a member of the Board, I participated in:

• Face-to-face meetings with members to provide support to current H&S Associations and H&S Councils

• Developing internal and external communications 

• Education Funding Consultation, Grants for Student Needs, letters of advocacy 

• Conference workshop that focused on the advocacy and development of members as parent leaders

• Planning for new Director training and transitions

• Charity/Not-for-Profit governance and operational information webinars

I look forward to continuing my service to the Federation as a Past-President, acting as a resource whenever called upon at the Board of Directors table.  Representing the voice of 
members in support of public education and dedication to advocacy for children and youth is a privilege and a pleasure. It is my belief that the H&S movement makes a valuable 
contribution to the education system by speaking out on public policy on behalf of its members, while keeping students as the lens for the best outcomes of the next generation in our 
society. 

Respectfully submitted by,

Sandra Binns
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This has been a year of many transitions and it has flown by. I had not expected to take on this role for the 2018/19 year and I could have 
not done it without the support of an amazing Executive Committee. It was another year of growth in Thames Valley and we welcomed four 
new Associations. Thames Valley continues to be the largest Council in Ontario, now with 69 Associations. It was a year of adjustments and 
growth for the Executive Committee and Robin Harvey and Sheena Davis were missed after serving for many years. I am very thankful for 
their mentorship through the years and the many resources they left ready for the next Executive. 

I am a firm believer in building capacity and tried this year to share the things I have learned and provide others with tools so they can too 
advocate for "The Best for Each Student" in their own communities. It was a pleasure to meet many new members and learn from different 
Associations across Thames Valley. 

General Meetings were well attended and full of questions and productive discussion. This year we continued to use the format for General 
Meetings we started last year inviting staff from TVDSB and the community so that we could learn from each other. In September we 
welcomed Trustee Candidates and provided resources for Associations as they started the year. One of the highlights for me was having our 
panel in November on "Empathy and Advocacy" that resulted in a conversation about how we work together with parent leaders, school 
administrators and trustees for "The Best for Each Student". Furthermore, many emails and phone calls were made to answer questions, 
support during conflict or teach.

In addition to our general meetings, TVCHSA maintained regular representation in board, city and community committees. It has been an 
honour to serve as TVCHSA President and I wish you all the best for next year. 

Respectfully submitted by,

Laura Gonzalez
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This year the Windsor Council hosted our “Meet the Trustee Candidates Night” and we were very pleased 
to have nearly every candidate who was running for a position as a Public School Board Trustee attend. 
The audience that gathered had some very interesting and challenging questions for the candidates and 
seemed to allow some of the candidates to rise to the top with their answers. As always, I am very proud of 
our local Associations with their help making this event a great information night for voters as well as 
shining a spotlight on Home and School and our involvement with education.

I am also pleased to say that ALL of our Windsor Associations have either completed, or will complete in 
June, bylaw updates. This isn’t a glamourous, headlining task for Associations but is something that was 
required this year to complete, thank you.

This is my last year as Windsor Council President and I can not begin to express how fortunate I feel to 
have been able to serve this position and surrounded by great people. Special thanks go out to Lisa Tome 
(who was the first to get me involved in Home and School so many years ago) and Bette Turner (your 
wisdom and experience is priceless). Without the two of you, I would not have lasted this long! 

Thank you for a great year and all the best in the years to come!

Respectfully submitted by,

Gene Myers
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The Hamilton-Wentworth Council accepted the challenge to plan the OFHSA Annual 
Conference that was different from all others. The 2019 Conference theme was 
“Survivor” – Communicate, Educate, and Advocate. It was held on April 5th and 6th, 
2019 at the Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board at 20 Education Court in 
Hamilton, Ontario. The Survivor theme could not have been more fitting as we faced 
many challenges to put this Conference on for our members in a different setting, all 
while trying to provide all the traditional elements of a conference. 

We are honoured and grateful to have the support of our educational partners and 
community. We would like to give a special thanks to all our supporters for helping us 
have such a successful event. Thank you to all of our members who came from far and 
near to attend. It was great to see everyone, looking forward to seeing you all next year!

Respectfully submitted by,

Reasa Diab
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The  Finance  Workgroup  (FWG) manages  the  financial  responsibility  and  stability  of  the 
Federation  and monitors  the Endowment  Fund  Investment  strategy,  any  funds  available  
for investment and the Federation budget. 

This was a year of learning and understanding the business side of OFHSA. Over many 
meetings, keeping in mind our fiscally responsible to our membership, Our Board of Directors 
had to make some tough choices with the OFHSA budget this year in order to address budget 
concerns and fiscal stewardship of the Federation going forward. 

Operating the Federation through the Strategic Plan 

• Board of Directors’ aligned finances with action expectations through the 
Strategic Plan 

• Monitoring of budget allocations relative to actual funding sources

• Maintaining an office through the implementation of co-tenant 
shared space 

• Staffing and resourcing the OFHSA office  

• Reducing operating costs through the use of an online meeting 
platform

• Regular e-resources supporting members and Associations 

At the 2019 Annual Meeting, voting members chose to:

• increase the annual Membership Fee to $20 

• maintain the annual Association Insurance Fee at $100

• approved  the  2017-18 Financial  Statements 

• BDO was appointed by members in 2018 to perform the annual financial 
until 31st August 2020.

The Board of Directors would like to thank all of our membership for participating in the 
difficult task of making change to support the health of our organization. 

Auditor – BDO Brantford completed the audit process for the 2018-19 fiscal year. The Charity 
return and HST return were prepared by the auditor. Journal entries from the auditor have 
been completed.  Thank you to Angela for her work above and beyond to have the paperwork, 
questions and pickup completed this year.

Banking and Endowment Fund Investments - Considering the challenges OFHSA faces, the 
FWG is confident in the excellent advice and service with our current financial institution, TD 
Canada Trust.  

With support from our representative, as interest rates remain at an all-time low, the FWG 
uses a three-year Investment Laddering Strategy as the best choice to ensure that OFHSA will 
receive optimum return on investment for the McLaughlin Endowment Fund.   Interest income 
accumulated from the Fund investments totaled $5204 through to May 2019.  

In  preparing  the  2019-20 OFHSA  budget,  the  FWG  continues  to  look  for  efficiencies  in  
the  face  of declining  revenues  in  certain  areas  and  changing  grant funding parameters.
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This year has been very trying for our members and the public at large with the new governments’ announcements of changes 
to policies and funding. The PRO Grant (Promoting Equity through Family Engagement) submission was unsuccessful. The 
Federations significant financial restrictions put physical outreach in a holding pattern.

Going forward to next year, the Parent Outreach Workgroup is planning to present the format for Leadership Days previously 
developed based on:

Key Messages:

• Enhancing Communication Opportunity - Connecting Parents and School Communities

• Promoting Equity through Family Engagement

• The Work of Home and School Associations - Prepare For a Successful Year

• Training and Learning Objectives 

• Leadership Day Intention - Orientation and Training 

SKILL BUILDING KIT:   comprised of display medium, facilitation materials to host Leadership resource of H&S fundamentals for
skill building, effective meetings, Association structure and governance in print and digital form.  

The Board of Directors is working very diligently for the Federation budget to support Outreach in as many ways and means as 
the needs of members across the province.
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Another year has quickly gone by for the OFHSA Board of Directors. I was again at the table as the Parent Resources Workgroup Leader.  This was my 10th year as a Director. This past year was 
extremely busy and challenging.  It was a year of many meetings and tough decisions in order to have OFHSA remain as a viable parent organization in times of decreased revenues, mainly due 
to government funding.  The Board had to find ways to cut expenses as much as possible in the short term while looking for solutions moving forward. The workload was heavy as well this year 
with a smaller number of Directors at the table.

In supporting OFHSA’s strategic goals: to ensure the continued existence of OFHSA; to ensure strong leadership for the Federation; to increase membership; to identify and meet the needs of 
members; and to strengthen partnerships, the following tasks and responsibilities were undertaken by the Parent Resources Workgroup:

• Attended the June board of directors meeting and director training with the new board members in Hamilton in June 2018

• Updated many internal and external OFHSA resources, brochures, forms and other documents throughout the year ensuring OFHSA standards were adhered to 

• Assisted with the development of some new resources and documents; recommended resources and documents for archiving  

• Suggested updates to the OFHSA website throughout the year

• Proofread various documents and resources for the OFHSA office and other Board members, as requested, prior to final distribution as needed throughout the year (included meeting 
minutes, external letters sent from the Federation, miscellaneous flyers and booklets, etc.), in order to ensure accuracy, correctness and that OFHSA standards were being adhered to

• Provided office support to the Executive Secretary with respect to electronic mailings, website, resources, documents and standards

• Assisted with annual review and updates to OFHSA’s Finance/Expense Reimbursement Policy and Terms of Reference document as admin procedures and the roles and duties of the 
board/executive/workgroups continually change

• Attended all Board of Directors’ meetings and additional GoTo Meetings as needed throughout the year, of which there were 12 total.  The majority of these were done via the GoTo online 
meeting platform to keep expenses to a minimum.

• Additional time spent researching options for OFHSA rent reduction, reviewing budget for reductions and amendments; reviewing audit information, reviewing various contracts

• Assisted with the Annual Meeting Package sent to members

• Attended the 2019 Conference and Annual Meeting; prepared and presented the Game Changers workshop with S. Huculiak and G. Myers. 

• Acted as Timekeeper for the 2019 Annual Meeting

Respectfully submitted by,

Karen Berlet
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This year has been very trying for our members and the public at large with the election and the new governments’ announcements of changes to policies and funding.

The Survivor theme of this years’ conference is very fitting considering the multitude of changes that have affected our members, other parent groups and education institutions in 
Ontario following the election of a new government and the funding cuts and to policies changes without consultation.

The Home and School movement has survived 102 years through the ongoing commitment of members to ensuring that the education, health, safety and social well-being of 
children and youth are a priority for all. The network of members providing support, training, resources and advice developed over a long history of involvement has OUTLASTED 
many governments and societal changes through knowledge sharing and the power of one voice to advocate at all levels of the Education system.

How does this organization OUTWIT the pendulum of change – our torch is OFHSA policy document.  

Once a year, members of this unique organization gather to review, revise and revitalize bylaws and policies, emphasizing the importance of timely and current policy.  

On a regular basis, OFHSA sends representatives to a Ministry committee, or a committee with other recognized parent groups, or another Education partner group, speak up on 
upcoming legislation, where the local media contacts OFHSA for comments on current issues. H&S representatives speak as a voice of OFHSA members, and what makes that 
situation unique is that OFHSA has a policy document to which the representative looks to for guidance on any issue.  

This year, the Ministry invited feedback on class size in the larger Consultation on the 2019-20 Education Funding Guide.  OFHSA provided a concise statement that  “OFHSA 
members believe elementary classes should not exceed 15 students in JK, 18 in SK, 20 in the primary level and 25 at the junior and intermediate levels” – because that policy 
was adopted in 1988.  Also included in the feedback was our member position on the digital classroom, provincial standardized assessments, adequate funding for classroom 
support, community hubs and our foremost belief ‘that there should be one publicly funded school system.’  

Policy is OFHSA’s power to OUTPLAY– each one gives weight to comments that members of OFHSA bring to the table.  Though those mentioned have been policy for quite some 
time, without question, there is still significance to the words to influence change.  Without the policies that are representative of OFHSA members - we are individuals speaking for 
ourselves – and we lose the benefit of belonging to a provincial organization bound together by common beliefs and goals.

OFHSA executive is instructed to speak on your behalf about issues that concern you to the organization that can affect change. If Board of Directors doesn’t know what the 
grassroots issues are they are uncomfortably quiet.  Be brave, be bold, go big, and don’t sweat the details!  We are here to help.

In 1986 voting delegates accepted the statement that, “It is the policy of the OFHSA that there be one publicly funded school system in the Province of Ontario.”   Now that’s a 
policy statement! 

Respectfully submitted by,

Sandra Binns
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Strategic plans are hallmarks of progressive organizations. 

When practicing good governance, the OFHSA Strategic Plan lays out the priorities of the Federation in a multi-year 
plan, where each year a report of accomplishment is shared with members. Thus, it is the intent to become strategic 
in serving the needs of our members as a provincial leader of parent engagement and active advocates for the next 
generation at every level public education.

OFHSA Strategic Plan 2018-2021:

Yearly, the Strategic Plan is reviewed to determine goals (usually three goals, or one goal per priority) and the 
outcomes for each goal. Once the goals are agreed to by the Board of Directors, an operational plan is developed to: 

Align the budget to the strategic plan as a tool that provides monitoring and oversight

Determine the workgroups required to accomplish working goals of OFHSA, 

Direct the priority tasks/action items for each workgroup based on yearly goals 

Modernizing practices and processes to improve efficiency.

OFHSA workgroups have put significant energy into modernizing resources and connecting members at every level of 
the organization. From brainstorming and meeting updates, workgroups have considered, planned and implemented 
action items that work to support strategic objectives OFHSA Executive works diligently to support the ideals of the 
members:

Advocacy: Situate OFHSA advocacy at all levels promoting the democratic voice of our members. 
(speaking with one voice)

Support: Enhance the mechanisms and infrastructure that further local members’ effectiveness.

Communications: Develop and maintain our capacity to know, serve, engage and build our 
membership.

Growth: Position OFHSA as the provincial leader for parent and family engagement; Steward the 
management and oversight of our fiscal resources.

Partnerships: Actively develop relationships and opportunities to collaborate with like-minded 
organizations.

OFHSA Strategic Plan Accomplishments:

Improving supports to members and Associations with digital correspondence 

Regular email communications providing OFHSA resources 

Increased fiscal stewardship of OFHSA resources 

Regular monitoring and oversight

Members survey conducted regarding fiscal pressures  

Increased membership through formation of new Associations

Over 20 new Associations formed  

Promoting provincial parent voice and advocacy on behalf of members 

Attended provincial consultation related to: Grants for Student Needs, student transportation and the independent 
review of student assessment and reporting 

The Board of Directors continues the work of developing a comprehensive list of actions to ensure the Strategic Plan 
objectives are being met using priorities to guide the objectives and evaluate the action items.   

Our overarching goal is to achieve another 100 years of advocating to obtain ‘The Best for Each Student’!
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I was pleased to be appointed treasurer for OFHSA for the year 2018-2019.

In my first year I reviewed the Terms of Reference for the role and submitted recommendations 
for amendments to the Board of Directors. 

I have also been checking the folder in Dropbox to keep up with bank statements, remittances 
and all other files I need to review.

Respectfully submitted by,

Adam Lowe


